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On commutative languages

1. Consider the alphabets

I,-{frL,fry,

ancl

A,, - {a, §, }', &1., §r, Y,

wlrerr: A,,, is an infinite alphabet such that A,,, attd each .[" is disjoint.
The elements of A., are regular expressious, rvhich denote, in the usual

way (cf. [2], pp. I -4), the languages oYer 1". As usua,l lve call some equa-

tion cr--B validif "r and B denotcthesamelanguage,i.e. la l: lB l.
Let ö,, r : L,2, . . . denote the set of all schemas of valid equations
between regular expressions over A,,, such that a valid equation always
results whenever each letter of A,,, appearing in X or I is substituted
b.1, some regular expressiolr oyel 1,. The interseciion of all sets ä is

derroted b)' ä,,,. It, is pror.erl (ef. [2-], p. I28) tha,t

öz -: äs - -ä (t,

and ä, is properly included in ä, .

fn the following we considel commutative languages, i.e. rre assume

that the catenation is comrnutative. Thus the ordel of letters in a word
does not matter, but ont;r the nurnbel of occurrettces of each letter. More
specifically, let c be the operator defined for la,uguages such that c(Z) is
the language consisting of all such tr.orcls rrhich are obtained b5z permuting
the letters in some word belonging to Z .

n'or regular expressions X and I. the equation X: Y is said to
be c-valid if and only if the languages c(lXl) and o(lYl) are equal.

Clearly, all valid equations are c-valicl but not' vice versa. Denote by C",

:1,2,..., the set, of equations X : Y, v'here X and Y are regular
expressions oyer Ao, such that whenever the letters of A,. appearing in
X or Y are substituted. by some regular expressions over -f,, then the
resulting equation is c-valid. We denote by C,,, the irrtersection of all sets

Or, f .-: 1,2,

(2)

It is ohvious that

1'f t

(1)

CrSCr3C*J .3U,,,
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and

är: C, ö,C C, (r:2,3,...) .

The problem: are the inclusions in (2) proper or not (as in (1)) is presented
by S-a.r,omar (cf. l2l, p. ru2).In this paper. we prove

Theorem. The inclus'ions i,n (2) are not proper, ,i.e.

Cr-Cz :C,.,.

This problem is independently solved also bv LrlrNe in a recerrt paper

ll], but his proof is essentially different lrorn our proof.
2. Consider the proof of the above theorem. \\'e first shol- that

(3) Cz : Cs : C,,, .

In order to prove (3) assume the contrary: there is an equation

(4) X: Y

which belongs to C, but not to C,,. This implies that there is a rratural
number r 2 3 such that (4) does not belong to C,. Hence, there are
some regular expressions over 1, such that the equatiou X, : I', resul-
ting from (+) bf. substituting these regular expre-rsions for letters of ,4,,,

appearing in X or I , is not c-r'alid. \\-itliout ioss of generalitr., 11,e may
assume that there is a v'ord P over -I, such that P e lx,l and there
is rro word Q in lI',1 such that the numlter of the occurrences of r, in
Q is the same as the number of the occurrences of r, in P for all u, (i :
lr2, ', ',r).

Denote by fii the number of the letters r, in the u,ord P (,i : 1,2,
. , . , r) and consider the following function / mapping the set W(1,)
into the set W(Ir) (WQ,) denotes the set of all ri-ords over 1,):

,f (nr) - *ro'-'*,,
,'- ')

J @r) =: ):rP' 't'2

I (*,) - "E{Ys 
t

f0) :=: A ,

f(P'Q') - f(P')f(Q'), for ali P' , Q' € lV(l,):

where the prime p

(5)

is so chosen that

p>
If d. is a reglllar expression
eXpression oYer Ir, obtained

tLt + a,z +- . -j- iL,

orrer 1,, then ay is defined to be the regular
fi:orn {r hy replacing each letter' ni }ry f\*r) ,

is irrr a.rbitrary $,'ord. helonging to W(1,), then
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f(Q)el*rl if A € la l.

Let us denote by ö, the numberof theletters r, intheword Q(€ Wg,».
Consider the system

(7) atp'-t *arp'-' +.'. *a:brq'-'*bzq'-' *...*Ö',

(6)

(8)

(e)

We can show that this system has only one solution b; : % (i : 1,2, . . ,

r). fndeed, if the system has another solution, it then follows from (8)

that there exist I and fr (t> k) such that

a,1 *br,
e,rr * bn ,

Hence, by (7),

P I @n- ä7") or a* : b* * t'P (t' + 0)'

If y2 0, thisyields,by(9),

å", = 
an2 p

contradicting (5). Oli the other haitd. if v { 0 , we have again a contradic-
tion with (5), because

2,", 
: 

Z,u' 
Z bx 2 It '

We have thus show,r that only the rrords in v'hich the number of the
letters r, ('i : !,2, . . . , r) is exactl5, the same as in P can be mapped
by / to the words in which the number of q (i : 1,2) is the same as in

.f(P) . k then follows, by (6),

fe) e c(rl(x,)l) and /(P) e c(l(v,)rl) .

Hence (4) does not belong to Cr. This is a contradiction. Therefore the
equation (3) holds true.

n'inally we prove that

(10) ct: cz .

The proof is about the same as in the preceding case. Holrever, we must
choose the homomorphism / in the different way:
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f("r) : *f . f("r) : nI ,

where the distinct primes gt and q ate so chosen that, p , e ) c\ * az.

The above system (7), (8), (9) must now be replaced by the svst'em

(1r) | "'n + ezr: brv * bzQ 
'

I a, ] 0, ö, ä o (i: I.2).
If the system has another solution than o, -b1, ct2: är, then a, lb1,
ar# brand

Pl@z-br), ql@r-ör) .

This implies that bz) e, and br) er, contradicting the system (11).
Consequently the system has only one solution e;:b;(i:1,2) and we
can conclude in the same way as in the precedig case that (10) holds true.
Our theorem is thus proved.
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